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Foot Bath Ion Cleanse Systems
Our bodies have a variety of ways of removing harmful toxic substances from our
bodies. Yes,….we may all be aware that our kidneys, liver, lungs, and digestive tract are
routes that can remove such chemicals, but few think about another mechanism, our
skin.
Our skin serves as an organ of detoxification with our feet being the place that offers
the best place for these toxins to be removed. As a result, manufactures of detoxifying
equipment are capitalizing on this property and making devices to help remove toxic
chemicals through the pores in one’s feet. To aide in this removal process, ionization
helps the body better mobilize these chemicals and remove them efficiently.
While there are a variety of ionic foot cleanse units on the market, few are made to
quality standards. I researched and personally tested other units and did my due
diligence. Based on all that I learned, the unit I decided on purchasing was the
IonCleanse Premier by A Major Difference, Inc. I have been extremely satisfied with the
system and with the support available at AMD.
The IonCleanse Units made by A Major Difference are fine quality units that offers all of
the most important parameters that a consumer would wish to have. They include a
solid warranty of 3 or 5 years, made in the USA of quality parts rather than cheap Far
East components, powered by electricity rather than unreliable expensive batteries that
have to be replaced, certified by both the FCC (Federal Communications Commission)
and CE (European Conformity) for electrical safety, instructions that are easy to follow,
and a US company that’s been in business for over 10 years that has a reputation of
superiority in this industry.
When embarking on any new therapy such as using an Ion Cleanse unit, it’s important to
be under the supervision of a health care professional. There are medical conditions
that should be considered before using any Ion Cleanse unit. And it’s also important to
understand that any time minerals are being removed from the body, there may be an
increased requirement for replacement. A Major Difference has this information

clearly spelled out in their manual for users and professionals alike as to minimize any
potential consequences.
Most people will experience an overall feeling of better health and increased energy.
And when using an IonCleanse Unit made by A Major Difference, the customer can
count on owning a product that’s supported for years by a fine manufacturer with a
reputation of superiority.
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